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ABSTRACT

We have shown that by using a model of the gas of partition points on one-dimensional
lattice, we can find some results about the enzyme kinetics or the average domain-size, which we
have obtained before by using a correlated Walks' theory or a probabilistic (combinataric) way. We
have discussed also the problem related with the spread of an infection of disease and the stochastic
model of partition points. We think that this model, as a very simple model and mathematically
transparent, can be advantageous for other theoretical investigations in chemistry or modern biol-
ogy-
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1. HM
The st-jdy of lar6-e assemblies of identical objects of one,two . . . kind is

useful not only in many branches of physios ,but also in chemistry,population

dynamics,eoology etc.

In £1] a formalism sufficiently intuitive and systematic is developed in

order to traat such systems where the number of objects is usually not filed

(due to mutual transitions)«These objects evolve either deterministioally ( as

in olassical meohanies ) or stochastically as e.g. in a chemical reaction.

In the present work we will study some different problems related with one-

disnensional lt.tti.oe models.These models can be transformed under slight modifi-

cation to the Ising ferromagnetic nodal and further to a lattice model of a

gas of partition poin 1a,which is defined below.This last model,like the others,

when i t has reached equilibrium at temperature T,has no time-dependent dynamicsJ|2])

However,the different objects associated with the lattice sites (spins,atoms ,

molecules or other individuals as the partition points ) in these models can

be changed at an/ time and their evolution must be determined by other means.

In addition we will discuss aome results for the Icinetic model at zero tempera—'

ture,i,e. for the case when the individual objects of the model are assumed to

interact with arc external agency (e,^.,a heat reservoir ) which causes them to

change their states randomly with time.([3})[4] »[5])

The particularity of the partition jjoints gas ia that the number of parti-

tion points is not oonstant.So,increasing or decreasing f.e. the temperature

we shall deal with the firea^on and annihilation of partition points.

The model of the partition points gas is a simple model and mathematically

transparent,lout at tha same time shows some resemblance to different prooeees

occurring in nature*
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2. H E UODSL OP PASTITICII POI11TS did ilJD SCKE USEFUL RESULTS

The Hamiltonian of a one-dimensional ferromagnet model i s i

H(3) = - J
N-l

^ i (2.1)

where 3 i " - 1 (i=1,2,...,N) are Ising variables (their values * 1 denote

the two direction of t;,a spins),J is the interaction oonstant between neigh-

bouring spins ang h is the external magnetio field.

If the temperature T>0 and h-O,then some 3 vi l l be <H and others - 1 .

The boundary between +1 region and the -1 region will be oalled as in {jlji

the partition point, f Fig, 1 }A,t T-0 there is no partition point { either all

S are *1 or all 3 are -1) and at low temperatures the parti tic n points

are few.The energy of each partition point,measured from the zero point is 2J.

3o ve can establish, a correspondence between the spin and ths partition points
i

configurations through the variables n - (1- 3 3 )/z .site i in the dual

i i i+1

lattice is assumed to be occupied by a partition point if n -1 ( i .e . , l f there

is a domain wall between sites i and i+1 in the spin lattioe) and is regar-

ded to be empty otherwise (n, »O).
TOT we can write t

N-1 H-1
(2.2)

(2.2-)

thus.the equivalent Hamiltonian isi
N-1

i- i" 1

The Ising model is then transformed to a model of a gas of partition points

The number of partition points is not oonstant,so ita ohemio&l potential

i)The partition points are oalled also the domain walls. ([4]) £5} )«A similar
is vised from Peierls £0] in the two-dimensional oase for the boundary lines or
for the line segments,regarded as bonds on the dual lattioe,bisecting two neigh-
bouring spins which are not both • or both - .( [7} )

The possible sites for these parttion points are between, any i and i*1,with

at most one partition j?oint per eite,so that the gaa of the partition pointe

form a fenaion gas .Denoting N1 the number of partition points and assuming H,

tf'^1 ilfe oan writei
-\

(if'/lj) - i exp (ar/k^Tj+iJ (2.3)

- t ) • 1 J"1 (2.31)

where t-tkBT/ 2 J ) and Jtg is the Boltzmann oonstant.

i^r the partition points,the rate of their oreatiaVor their annihilation

C J<0) isi

d (
at

) . {t ( *

• is taken for J>0 and - for J<0.

In fig.2 are roiaresented the variations of these funotionfljgivan by (2.3')

and (2.4) ,™^^ the reduoed teo^rature t.C m (2.4),*or J<0 is taken the abs.val.)

In preaenoe of an external field( hp 0) to calculate K1 is more complioated.

Etallowins £2] la* us denote 1. the length of the section i with the spins having

ths sana value insida,i.e. 1± is the number of spins in th.e i-th aeotion.H-

oan be regardsd as the volume of the gas of partition points .Assuning that

the spins in the first section are +1 and J ' is even,for "Uie total Hamiltoniaa

we oan write.

H- 1.,-
Using tie method of fired tamperature and fijced pressure,in the •fcheraody-

nauic limit,for the theriaodynamic potential we obtain 1

-1]

the thermodvnamie relations:

- 1]} (j.6)
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one obtains:

and

+ [1 - 1 } (2.7)

(2.8)

We will take the positive square root in (2.8) in order for the pressure

p to be meaningful, 90 that

p. l^T In {chfh/k^ + [sh^h/KgT) + •"p(-4jABT)]i > (2.9)

Some of these relations will be used in the applications "below.

1. SOME AF

3.1 Spread of an infection of disease

We can use an Ising model as the simplest model for spread of an infection

of disease.For that we can represent a healthy and an infected individual respe-

ctively by the value +1 or —1 at each site,it is normal to assume that the healthy

individuals become infected at a rate which is proportional to the number of in-

fected neighbors rB].so,this process is a contact prooeas and as the infected

region can be considered the partition point.,i.e. the number of the partition

points is also the number of the infected regions.using this veiy Blmple model

the evolution or the rate for the spread of the infection versus the temperatu-

re(in an interval,where the infection is activating by changing the temperature)

is represented infig.2a.lt is possible to utilize the same simple model to deter-

mine the degree of partner fidelity(developed in the Bpecial context of infecti-

ous agents e.g. viruses and bacteria and their hosts),This depends on the rate at

which the infectious agent is transmitted between unrelated hosts.[9]

3.2 A" aquation for enzyme kinetics

In [10] we have shown that by using a correlated walks'theory or variational

procedures,for the lattice gaa model we could find for enzyme kinetioe some new

equations,which in the limit of no interactions between sites reduce to the clas-

sical tfichaelis-Henri equation.

Consider an enzyme with v sites for substate.We associate with each site a para-

meter 5. ,which takes two values,+1 if the i-th site is occupied by substrate

and 0 if the i-th site is unoccupied,So a configuration of the molecule is spe-

cified by the values of all 6. and we can interpret it as a lattice gas model

(fig.3a),where only particles on nearest-neighbour lattice sites interact by the

interaction potential - j .

The total interaction Familtonian in a given configuration is defined by-

'i (3.1)

where u is the ohemioal potential.

Considering the new lattice gas variable S= 2 5. - 1 ,which takes two va-

lues, +1 if the i-th site is occupied by substrate and -1 if the i-th site is

unoccupied by substrate,from (3.1) we finds
N-1 N

i=1

(3.2)

1=1

i.e. the same Hamiltonian as (2.1) with J-JJ and h=£(Jo +^ ).The model of latti-

ce gas is transformed,through the ising ferromagnetic model,to a model of a gas

of partition points(fig.3b).

Denoting * =kjr/j , K-exp (Vt ) ̂  **-«?(/* A - T ) (th* fugacity),for the

density d defined by d=£ + of — (p/kJTjjwe obtain from (2.9) the same result

in [10]j

+ [ KD, + 2 (1- K) ]
(3.3)

where I:,,- T4<* + (1-K « ) 2 ] * and B2= 1 +K<*.

Ve have found the same-jresult as in [11] in presence of an external field.

It seems reasonable to interpret eq. (3.3){for the average fraction of ooou-

pied sites) as an equation for enzyme kinetics if oL is interpreted as a measure
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of the concentration of substrate (a is "the average ratio" of the probability

that a site is occupied to the probability that a site is unocaupied).m fig.

4a we have represented diagrammatically the variation of th is function d«f(tfc )

(the saturation curve) at some fired "temperatures11 t in the d- diagram. In eq,

f3.3") there is only one adjustable parameter K-oip(i/t) whioh oan be deter-

mined by f i t t ing to one experimental point,using an elaborated parameter s s t i -

raat ing procedure^12],

I t i s to be noted that, in the limit K-eip{i/t) -»1 (j-*O or T-»<^,eq.

(3.3) reduces to the classical Miohaelis Henri equation f(<XQ)-«,/(!+<*0)i

which f i t s the myoglobin saturation curve and the i n i t i a l reaotlon-rate curve

for classical enzymes extremely well.In th is last equation the "units" are cho-

raen so that half-saturation occurs at concentration unity.

In fig.4b are plotted some of the rescaled curves d«f(W.) on the concen-

trat ion scale chosen so that half-saturation always OOOUTB at concentration

unity. It is clearly visible from this figure that,over a range of interaction J

and temperature TjWe can obtain quasi-identio&l saturation curves.

3.3 The mean "size" of polyatomic boxes for a binary aynmetrio mixing

a)The equilibrium caee

In [13] we have studied the problem of the mean "size" of miTing of two

kind1 of atoms .some comparisons of the averag* chain length of a eynmetllo sys-

tem to that of an asymmetric one have allowed us to state that the aaynnetiy of

bonds between atoms play an important role in determining the moan chain length

or the mean "size" of boiesjlow as an illustration,we will analyse only the oa-

se where each kind of atoms A and B forms two bonds on a one-dimensional l a t t i -

ce and the concentrations c and c of A. type atoms and B type atone are equal
A o

The boundary between A region (A box) and the B region (B box) is a partition

point.In fig 5b the vertical lines through the partition points) are intended

to aid the render in visualizing partition points,At T=0,considering the "ring"

lattice instead of the open one,there are two partition points(lines) and at T

-»• 9>(in the thermodynamic limit N—•• 3D ) the number of partition points is in-

finite (the case J > 0 ).T*e energy of each partition points,measured from the

zero point,is!
N.,-2 J
-4S r or |j for B ^ » 1

The atomic model (fig,5a) is then transformed to a model of a gas of partition

points and the energy of each partition point is ̂ j,Thus,for J>0,from (2.3)

we have :

- * £ - => r expd/Zk^T) + 1]"1= [exp(i /s t) +1 ]~1 (3.4)

where now t-kjp/j and j > 0 . ( f o r j < 0 we have to put - into the exp.)

In (3»4) K _ (assumed to be even) i s the number of AB. nearest neighboring

pairs or the number of part i t ion points.The average length; of the chain A (or

B) in such a case is simply the average number of consecutive A type atoms(or

•B type atoms) s

2c. w 2cJT

ors

exp(i/2t)

This value varies from c n (at T-0) to 2 (at T-*<xi),In fig.6a,b are repre-

sented the variations of this value versus the reduced temperature t .We have

found the same results by Monte carlo simulation.

b) The stochastic model

The individual spins in Li]~i.5l are assumed to interact with an external

For the binaiy structure AB is represented as in fig.5a.
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agency{e.g.,a heat reservoir) irhioh causes them to change their states ran-

domly with tiae.7hey are represented as stochastic functions of time S i( t )

irhioh are restricted to the valueB *1,and make transitions randomly between

tea values.Coupling between the spins is introduced through the assumption

that the transition probabilities for any one spin depend on the values of

the neighboring spins(so, the transition probabilities of the individual

spins are assumed to depend on the momentary values of the neighboring spins

M veil as on the influence of the heat bath).Thia dependence is determined,

in part,by the detailed balancing condition obeyed by the equilibrium state

of tlie model.

3ecauso of the equivalence between the gas of partition points and

t:.e In ing model, instead of configuration of spins {s^Sg,. . . ~\ we can oon-

sider the oonfi0iiration of partition points /n^ng, . . .^ • (The correspondence

between tlie s_in and the partition points configurations is given tbrough

the bond variables n± = (1- 3^3^^)/2 ).I&ug,a state P of the lattloe is oon-

venientlj characterized by the set of occupation number P= j 0,0,1,,..,1,1,i.."V

for the partition points.

3ach state is prescribed the probability W{ P,t ) whioh is governed by

the master equation [14];
_4 ¥( P,t )=
dt

) (3.6)
p + p -

Here.P* is a state proceeding P , i . e . a transition is possible from P to P.

For instance,if P= { 0 , 0 , 1 , . . . j ,the state P* might be P+= £o,1 ,O, . . . J (par—

ti t ion point soves to l e f t - i t is diffusion on the left) or P+» { 1 , 1 , 1 , . . . ~\

(two neareat-nsighbor partition points are created).The definition of P" is

evidentt ( J~)+ = ( p ' ) " =P ,A( ? V P ) is the transition rate(or the proba-

b i l i t y per unit tine)for the transition from P1 to P.In Tab.1 we have repre-

sented the different kinds of transition.

- 9 -

For the one-dimensional kinetic Is ing nodel at zero tempera tore, follo-

wing the same way as in L3]-£5] we reobtain "two relations,respectively for

the average partition point density as a function of the ijiitial magnetiza-

tion mo and £°r the average domain size or the mean •size" of boxes*

P(t)-Hi-*g ) e i ^ - 2t ) L Iot2t ) • 1 / 2t )J (3.7)

and

L ( t ) = r { t ) = 1A< t ) (3.8)

where Po =P( 0 )-J<1 - m| ) and ^(x) is the ncdified Besael function of the

first kind.

It is interesting to note that for an initial random configuration with

mo=0 from (3.7)-(3.8) we get P Q =| and L(Q)-2,which we have found when T^oo

(i.e. in a thermodynamic random configuxation,in equilibrium ),while for an ini-

t ial nonrandom-antiferromagnetic confiffuration(oorresponding to a full lattice

of ' partition joints) tre have F(t)=e:zp(-2t)-I0 (2t) or P(0)-1 whioh we can

find from (£.3) for T—*•<).

The model of the gas of partition points is simple and mathematically

transparent.Using the equivalence ,through tte Ising model,of the lattioe gas

model and of the binary mixture model with the model of partition points,we

reoover two of our krewiequation for the enzyme kinetics,obtained before by a

saore complicated correlated walks'theory.Similarly, considering this model as

a fermion gae with a zero value of the chemical potential,we find directly the

domain-size and its variation versus the temperature,obtained before by the

combinatorio calculations or Monte Carlo simulation.

The particularity of the model of gas of partition points,comparing

with other equivalent models,is that the number of the individual objeots

in this system is not oonstant.Beside the diffusion of these objeots^with

-10-



the increj-siry or decreasing of tho temperature (for the equilibrium oases),

or with the evolution of time (for the stochastic oases) we can deal with

their creation or annihilation.Sometines,this last fact represents another

nathematical simplicity and transparence.
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Tab.1 The different kinds of transitions when a given spin 3. will

will change sign.
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configuration
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0
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0
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0
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1

0

0

1

0

1

lype of prooess,
the transition
rate i.

creation

diffusion on
•the le f t

diffuBlon on
the xi«ht

Fig,1

ig,2

Fig.3

Pig. 4

Fig.6

Sample state for Ising model and for the gas of partit ion

points

The variation of tne occupation probability of part i t ion

points and i t s rate versus the reduced temparature t ,

a)for J > 0 s t ) for ? < 0 .

Sampla s tate for the la t t ice gas and for the gas of par-

t i t ion points.

a)The variation of the saturation curve at some fixed r e -

duced temperatures in the d-«diagram.

b)Pigure 4a) plotted on a soale so that half-oatura,tion

always occurs a t concentration unity.

a)The binary structure A3.

b)The system of the partition points as a fermion gas.

The variation of the mean "size" value r = r ^ " r g versus the
reduced temperature t (in the case of the symmetry of bonds)

a) for J>0; b) for J<0.

g-th
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